
 

Self Realisation Affirmation 
 

The process of Self-Realization is the first step in establishing a Sahaja meditation practice. Self-
Realization awakens the inner Kundalini energy that lies dormant within you and helps your inner 
energy achieve a connection with the universal all-pervading energy of the universe. 
 
Self-Realization activates and enlightens the subtle energy system within us and helps us realize 
the Spirit within. Once the energy is awakened, you’ll then be able to easily raise your inner 
energy on an ongoing basis through the regular practice of Sahaja meditation. 
This one-time awakening of the energy through Self- Realization is achieved by placing your right 
hand over the sites of each of your chakras — each of which represents specific qualities and 
attributes. Then you’ll repeat affirmations that request the cosmic energy to help you achieve 
these positive qualities. To begin, sit comfortably on a chair, or on the ground… with your back 
straight and your hands on your lap, palms up. Close your eyes and relax. Then repeat each of the 
following affirmations until you feel peaceful and ready to move on. 
 
Ideally, you’ll spend about 30 seconds on each of the affirmations, saying them slowly… 
genuinely feeling the desire and meaning they represent. It’s important to express a strong, 
sincere desire to achieve Self- Realization, rather than merely repeating the words without 
feeling them. 
 
First, place your right palm over your heart and quietly say, either to yourself or aloud... 
” Am I the Spirit?” 
Next, place your right palm on your lower left side, just above your hip, and say,  
“I want to have pure knowledge…” 
Move your right palm up along right your side until it’s just below your ribcage and say,  
“I am my own master…”  
Place your right palm over your heart and say,  
“I am the spirit…”  
Place your right palm on your left shoulder, where it meets your neck, and say,  
“I am not guilty…”  
In this moment, it’s important to leave behind any regrets or feelings of guilt that you’ve been 
holding onto throughout your life. 
Place your right palm across your forehead, lower your head slightly and say,  
“I forgive everyone, including myself…” 
 
In this moment, you must forgive, forget, and let go of painful events that have troubled you in 
the past. This ability to let go will pave the way for the inner energy to flow through the narrow 
opening at the 6th chakra and rise up into the Sahasrara chakra.  
 
Finally, put your right palm on the crown of your head, with the center of your palm maintaining 
firm contact with your head. Now rotate your hand slowly in a clockwise direction, and as you 
rotate your hand, say,  
“Please let me have my self-realization…”  
 



Sit quietly for approximately 5 to 10 minutes. Without trying, without effort, notice the mental 
silence… notice how your thoughts have calmed. If a thought does pop into your mind, simply let 
it rise and fall away. 
 
Note: The majority of us who do not have our energy systems ready enough to awakened, may 
find that Self-Realization only works when in a collective Sahaja setting such as an Introductory 
program led by a Sahaja instructor, where the energy and the power to awaken the inner energy 
is much stronger. Doing these steps all by yourself for the first time may not be as effective. 
 

Forgiveness  Affirmation 
(To help neutralize cords /energy blocks in health, success, emotions and prosperity) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 

Prosperity Affirmation 
 
Many of us may have wrong thoughts on money which may create blocks on our prosperity 
energy in our conscious and subconscious mind. Prosperity affirmations have been written to 
remove these self-blocks and motivate us to practise giving, sharing and inviting prosperity, 
wealth and money in our lives. 
               While reading stand straight at ease, take kechari mudra and prosperity mudra (as 
shown in picture) and read in mind. 

                                               
                                            



 

 
 

Spiritual Affirmation 
(To increase spiritual energy and connect to the Higher Self) 

                

                                        



 
 

 



 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


